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Abstract: The article describes the design and operation of a prototype hydraulic unit.  It is based on an inversed kinematics, satellite 
pump in which the body rotates around the shaft. The pump is placed inside the electric motor. Thanks to that the compact and low mass 
construction was achieved. Thanks to new commutation unit with enlarged channels, lower pressure losses were obtained. The article 
presents the construction and results of preliminary tests.  
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1. Introduction 
In nowadays there is a strong tendency to integrate hydraulic 

equipment with electrical control. There are many electro-hydraulic 
elements such as valves and electrically controlled variable 
displacement pumps and motors. However the integration process 
didn’t significantly affect the coupling of electrical motor and a 
hydraulic pump. Only a few companies managed to successfully 
build a compact hydraulic unit with a pump completely combined 
with an electrical motor. Most of them are the classic constructions 
of an electrical motor permanently coupled with a pump using a 
coupling or a common shaft. As an example of these machines the 
HAWE MP and SAUER DAIKIN J-RP Rotor pump can be given. 

 
Fig. 1 HAWE MP pump[8]. 

 
Fig. 2 SAUER DAIKIN J-RP Rotor pump [7]. 

The HAWE construction (Fig. 1) is an electric motor equipped 
with a dedicated connection for a hydraulic pump that is installed 
directly on motor’s shaft without an additional coupling. DAIKIN 
pump (Fig. 2) is more compact and consolidated construction. The 
cylinder block of an axial piston pump is built into the rotor and the 
pump is completely hidden inside the casing of the electric motor. 

At Gdansk University of Technology new type of compact 
hydraulic unit has been designed. The construction of the unit was a 
part of a project LIDER/35/102/L-2/10/NCBiR/2011 funded by 
Polish National Center of Research and Development. The common 
name of the machine is “SLON”, which means “Elephant”. The 
name has been given because of the bulky shape of the machine and 
two elastic hoses connected to the motor, like a trunk and a tail of 
an elephant (Fig. 3). “SLON” can work with typical hydraulic fluids 
such as oil and polymer based fluids but also oil-water emulsion, 

vegetable oil and pure water. However the machine is most efficient 
with higher viscosity fluids like oil or vegetable oil.  

 
Fig. 3 Compact Hydraulic Unit “SLON” at the test stand. 

2. Principle of operation 
The machine is based on the construction of satellite pump with 

inversed kinematics [1, 5]. The pump is installed inside a casing of 
an electric motor. The size of the pump is small enough to fit it in 
an electric motor but also has enough power to make full use of 
motors capabilities. To entirely explain the principle of operation of 
the pumping unit, it is necessary to first present the satellite 
mechanism which is a heart of the machine. 

The mechanism (Fig.4) [6] consists of three basic elements: 
- Perimeter (O), 
- Planet (P),  
- Satellites (S). 

  
Fig. 4 Satellite mechanism (P – planet, S – satellite, O – perimeter, C – 
fixed shaft, PB – side plate, 1 – high pressure hole, 2 – low pressure hole). 

The perimeter and a satellites are moving and the planet is 
fixed. The chambers separated by the satellites constantly change 
their volume. When they expand, the fluid is sucked into them. 
When they contract, the fluid is pushed out. The expansion and 
contraction of the chambers is a cyclical process.  To correctly 
control the direction of fluid flow during suction and pumping 
process, two side plates where added. Every side plate has four 
holes (1, 2), which connect the chambers with low (blue color) and 
high pressure (red color) channel at the right time. The holes in 
plate PB1 are connected to the high pressure channel and in the plate 
PB2 to low pressure channel. The holes in the plates are periodically 
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covered by satellites which is the principle of operation of satellite 
pumps’ commutation (Fig.5). 

 
Fig. 5 Commutation of working mechanism satellite pump  

3. Design of compact hydraulic unit 
As it was said before, the satellite pump is fitted inside an 

electric motor (Fig 6, 7). The shaft of an electric motor has been 
replaced with a tube which connects the suction and pumping port 
of the unit. The pumping port is an integral part of a pump. The 
rotor (14) is connected with a shaft (4) with a key (12), and the shaft 
is connected with a perimeter of a pump (1). The rotation of a 
perimeter begins the suction and pumping process as it was 
described in a previous chapter 

 
Fig. 6 Compact Hydraulic Unit “SLON” (2,3 – covers, 4 – shaft, 
5 – clamping nut, 11 – suction port, 12 – key, 13 – stator, 14 – rotor, 
16 – ball bearing, 18 – seal). 

 
Fig. 7 Compact Hydraulic Unit “SLON”-detailed view of a pump 
(1 – pump, 6,7,8 – distance rings, 9 – key, 10 – mounting flange, 15 – ball 
bearing, 17 – O-Ring seal, 19 – mounting balls). 

The “SLON” construction was developed for maximum 
working pressure equal to 25MPa. But the nominal operating 
pressure is expected to be 20 MPa. The unit was built on the basis 
of mass-produced electric motor (11kW and 750rpm). 

During the design process of “SLON” the Finite Element 
Method was used to determine the deformation of unit’s elements 
[2,3] and using this information the proper form and material were 
chosen. The conducted analysis goal was to get the optimal area of 
axial clearance compensation. The axial clearance compensation is 
a feature of satellite pumps which enables them to pump the fluid 
under relatively high pressures without a significant increase of 
volumetric losses. The mechanism of clearance compensation is 
based on balancing the forces generated in satellite mechanism by 
the force generated by the counterpressure applied on the side of 
one of the side plates (Fig. 8). It is necessary to correctly define the 
size of compensation area. Too big area will generate too much 
force which will deform the side plate and clamp the rotating 
elements of the pump (Fig. 9). Too small area will cause internal 
leakage (Fig. 10). Thanks to FEM analysis proper size of the 
compensation area was defined.  

 
Fig. 8 Pressure fields on the side plates (red-pumping pressure, blue-
average pressure). 

 
Fig. 9 Exemplary result of FEM Analysis – too big compensation area. 

 
Fig. 10 Exemplary result of FEM Analysis – too small compensation area. 

4. Test stand and test methodology 
To determine the efficiency of the machine it was necessary 

build a test stand and measure basic parameters like: pressure, flow 
rate, rotational speed and torque. 

The test stand (Fig.11) consists of the tested unit and pressure 
relief valve. The unit’s rotational speed can be controlled and 
measured. So is the torque necessary to drive the pump. The relief 
valve is needed to control the load of the pump by controlling the 
pumping pressure which is measured by the manometers. The test 
stand enables the user to measure both pumping and suction 
pressure. Additionally the flow rate can be measured by mass flow 
meter. 

The tests were conducted in order to determine the maximal 
pumping pressure and to calculate the basic efficiencies of the 
machine.  The methodology of the tests was carried out starting  
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Fig. 10 Test stand scheme (M – electric motor, P – pump, RV – pressure 
relief valve, T – torque transducer, n – encoder, Q – flow meter, p1 and p2 – 
manometers). 

from the low pressure and then rising it to the maximal value. This 
way the risk of the premature damage was minimized. The 
rotational speed changed from 200 to 740 rpm. The tests were 
conducted to measure the parameters in full range of speed 
adjustments, from low to high pressure setting. Every test series 
were carried out using two hydraulic fluids: oil and water-oil 
emulsion. 

5. Results and discussion 
The tests were carried out in the entire speed range (up to 

750rpm) and the entire operating pressure range (up to 200bar).  

The tests’ results were presented in a charts where the abscissa 
is either the rotational speed or the pumping pressure. The ordinate 
is presenting the value of different efficiencies. The volumetric 
efficiency describes the losses of fluid volume. The main factors 
which lower the volumetric efficiency are: 
− internal leakage, 
− compressibility of the fluid, 
− cavitation. 

It is very difficult to separate the hydraulic efficiency from the 
mechanical efficiency. Therefore hydraulic-mechanical efficiency is 
presented on a charts. Generally speaking it describes the losses in 
pressure. The main factors influencing it are: 
− mechanical friction, 
− flow resistance, 
− inertia. 

The total efficiency is defined as product of volumetric and 
hydraulic-mechanical efficiencies. It is calculated using the 
equation: 

𝜂𝑐 = 𝜂𝑣 ∙ 𝜂ℎ−𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ       (1) 
where: 

− 𝜂𝑣 – volumetric efficiency, 
− 𝜂ℎ−𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ – hydraulic-mechanical efficiency. 

All efficiency charts are presented on figures 11÷22. It is 
noticeable that total efficiency for oil and for emulsion is quite 
similar. This origins from the fact that oil is more viscous than 
emulsion which significantly lowers the leakage and improves 
volumetric efficiency. That fact also causes more flow resistance 
which should lower the value of hydraulic-mechanical efficiency. 
However oil is much better lubricant than emulsion which lowers 
the friction. Thanks to that the hydraulic-mechanical efficiency is 
only a little higher for emulsion. Nevertheless the product of this 
two basic efficiency gives similar results for oil and emulsion. 

The shape of the charts is typical for all hydraulic equipment. 
The charts presenting volumetric efficiency in function of pressure 
(Fig. 11 and Fig.17) drop with the rising pressure. It is explained by 
the fact that pressure rises the leakage, which significantly lowers 
the efficiency. However the hydraulic-mechanical efficiency (Fig. 
13 and Fig. 19) rises with the pressure. This is a result of lowering 
the shear of pressure losses caused by flow resistance comparing to 
the pumping pressure. The pressure losses generally depend mainly 
of fluid flow speed and they aren’t changed significantly by the 
pumping pressure. Therefore when the pumping pressure rises and 
the pressure losses don’t change the efficiency must rise. 

 
Fig. 11 Volumetric efficiency as a function of pressure (fluid: oil). 

 
Fig. 12 Volumetric efficiency as a function of rotational speed (fluid: oil). 

 
Fig. 13 Hydraulic-mechanical efficiency as a function of pressure (fluid: 
oil). 

 
Fig. 14 Hydraulic-mechanical efficiency as a function of rotational speed 
(fluid: oil). 

 
Fig. 15 Total efficiency as a function of pressure (fluid: oil). 

 
Fig. 16 Total efficiency as a function of rotational speed (fluid: oil). 
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Fig. 17 Volumetric efficiency as a function of pressure (fluid: oil-in-water 
emulsion). 

Fig. 18 Volumetric efficiency as a function of rotational speed (fluid: oil-in-
water emulsion). 

 
Fig. 19 Hydraulic-mechanical efficiency as a function of pressure (fluid: oil-
in-water emulsion). 

 
Fig. 20 Hydraulic-mechanical efficiency as a function of rotational speed 
(fluid: oil-in-water emulsion). 

 
Fig. 21 Total efficiency as a function of pressure (fluid: oil-in-water 
emulsion). 

 
Fig. 22 Total efficiency as a function of rotational speed (fluid: oil-in-water 
emulsion). 

There is one basic efficiency which doesn’t have typical 
behavior. It is a volumetric efficiency in function of rotational 
speed. Typically it should rise with the rising speed. The tests 
however show something different. The drop of volumetric 
efficiency with the rising speed is not explained. The test stand was 
checked and all measuring equipment was recalibrated. The test 
every time gave similar results. There is an assumption that it can 
be caused by the rotation of the fluid inside a long channel inside a 

rotor. The other theory says it can be caused by the commutation 
but it is not verified. 

The total efficiency for oil reaches 83% and for water-oil 
emulsion 80%.  

6. Conclusion 
The tests of the prototype proved that the machine is working 

and the efficiencies are on satisfactory level. However there are still 
some possibilities to improve the machine. There are some results 
that still need explaining like volumetric efficiency, and some 
factors that hasn’t been tested like the work of commutation and the 
flow through a rotating pipe in rotor.  

The next stage of the prototype was built basing on the 
permanent magnet motor and the future test will be carried also on 
this prototype. The permanent magnet motor is much smaller than 
the typical asynchronous motor and it has higher torque which 
makes it the best choice as pumps drive. The first photo of a 
prototype build form a permanent magnet motor is presented on 
Fig. 23. 

 
Fig. 23. The demonstrator with the new prototype of “SLON” based on 
permanent magnet motor. 
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